BILLIE MARINE
Chantier naval depuis 1986

BILLIE TWIN´S
DESCRIPTION and STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Billie Twin´s is a hard tender made of two half hulls which fit together, the smaller one into the main one,
for storage on jetties, catwalks, your own garage or on the roof or deck of your cruising boat….
The two hulls can be assembled on ground, on the deck and most often in the water by a unique key
design secured by 2 eccentric stainless quick levers and eye bolts solidarizing the two transoms.
Each hull can also be used as a smaller but perfectly able tender. The keying system is a dovetailing
assembly of two pieces, each being part of the transom of each half hull which fit together and are locked
by a « Key » - a prismatic male part made of composite material.

This « Key » comes in two versions : a box which can be used as a waterproof storage or a bottomless box
making it a well for an outboard engine (electrical or 2.3 CV 4stroke Honda) with central control.
The « Key » system makes it easy to assemble or dissamble in the water. Either one can receive the
« Key », each one can then be used as a motorized hard tender.
Billie Twin’s is provided in 3 different sizes, 11, 14 and 16 feet.
The boat is made of Mahogany marine plywood of 4mm and composite, the structure is in Mahogany
Varnished interior, Hull painted color of your choice
Board well and dagger board in marine plywood 12mm
Rudder with speader in marine plywood 12mm with central control
Sprit sail rig and complete fittings
Inflatable benches for comfort and antisinking
2 oars and oarlocks
The manufacturing process has been developed to make it possible to build the boat, at reasonable cost,
in various lengths to fit the available space on roof top, deck or storage….
You decide of the size of the boat you need
We can also make your Billie Twin’s in one piece, this is what we call the BILLIE ONE
Specifications
Billie Twin’s 11’: 3m42 x 1m15 , 48 kg
Billie Twin’s 14’: 4m20 x 1m25 , 63 kg
Billie Twin’s 16’: 4m77 x 1m42 , 78 Kg
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